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An overview of our midyear outlook

We have refreshed our investment themes and market views in our 2019 midyear global investment outlook.

BlackRock Chief…

Mike Pyle |  18 hours ago
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Why to watch geopolitics in the second half

We see trade and geopolitical frictions as the key driver of the global economy and markets. Thomas E.…

Thomas E. Donilon |  5 days ago

INVESTING

The trade war in the context of broader themes

Rick Rieder and Russ Brownback argue that while most investors are focusing primarily on trade-related supply

chain disruptions…

Rick Rieder |  July 3
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A book list for beach reading

Summer reading season is here. Jean shares our book recommendations.

Jean Boivin, PhD |  July 2
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The curious case of oil and Gulf tensions

Why aren’t oil prices reacting to heightened Gulf tensions more strongly? Kurt explains.

Kurt Reiman |  July 2
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4 global hotspots to watch

Chris discusses the key international events the iShares Investment Strategy team have been tracking this month.

Christopher Dhanraj |  July 1
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The pivot favoring emerging markets

Russ explains why the suddenly easier central bank policies could be key for emerging markets.

Russ Koesterich, CFA |  July 1
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What happened to my intermediate term bond fund?
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Morningstar recently made changes to its Intermediate Term Bond Fund Category. Matt explains the change and

what it…

Matthew Tucker, CFA |  June 28
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Making the most of your next dollar

Save for the future or pay off debt? Deciding how to effectively use your extra income isn’t as…

Paul Mele |  June 26
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The risk of too little inflation

Low inflation may sound appealing, but as Russ explains, it has drawbacks for investors.

Russ Koesterich, CFA |  June 25
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What a monetary policy shift means for our bond views

The European Central Bank and Federal Reserve have shifted toward more dovish stances. Scott examines the

implications for…

Scott Thiel |  June 24

ETFS

Dividend funds got you down?

Overwhelmed by the sheer number of dividends funds? In Part Two of her dividend series, Holly offers an…

Holly Framsted |  June 20
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Carefully consider the Funds’ investment objectives, risk factors, and charges and expenses before investing. This and other
information can be found in the Funds’ prospectuses or, if available, the summary prospectuses, which may be obtained by visiting the
iShares Fund and BlackRock Mutual Fund prospectus pages. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.

This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a
guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding the funds or any
security in particular.

The strategies discussed are strictly for illustrative and educational purposes and should not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or
sell, or an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will be effective.

This material contains general information only and does not take into account an individual’s financial circumstances. This information should not
be relied upon as a primary basis for an investment decision. Rather, an assessment should be made as to whether the information is appropriate
in individual circumstances and consideration should be given to talking to a financial advisor before making an investment decision.

The Funds are distributed by BlackRock Investments, LLC (together with its affiliates, “BlackRock”).

The iShares Funds are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold or promoted by Barclays, Bloomberg Finance L.P., BlackRock Index Services, LLC,
BofA Merrill Lynch, Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc., European Public Real Estate Association (“EPRA® ”), FTSE International Limited
(“FTSE”), India Index Services & Products Limited, Interactive Data, JPMorgan Chase & Co., Japan Exchange Group, MSCI Inc., Markit Indices
Limited, Morningstar, Inc., The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc., National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (“NAREIT”), New York Stock
Exchange, Inc., Russell or S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. None of these companies make any representation regarding the advisability of investing
in the Funds.  With the exception of BlackRock Index Services, LLC, who is an affiliate, BlackRock Investments, LLC is not affiliated with the
companies listed above.

Neither FTSE nor NAREIT makes any warranty regarding the FTSE NAREIT Equity REITS Index, FTSE NAREIT All Residential Capped Index or
FTSE NAREIT All Mortgage Capped Index; all rights vest in NAREIT. Neither FTSE nor NAREIT makes any warranty regarding the FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Real Estate ex-U.S. Index, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Europe Index or FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global REIT Index;
all rights vest in FTSE, NAREIT and EPRA.“FTSE®” is a trademark of London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE under
license.

©2018 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS, BUILD ON BLACKROCK, ALADDIN, iSHARES,
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